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We introduce an on-line protocol which routes any set of N packets along
shortest paths with congestion C and dilation D through an arbitrary network in
Ž .O C q D q log N steps, with high probability. This time bound is optimal up to
the additive log N, and it has previously only been reached for bounded-degree
leveled networks.
Further, we show that the preceding bound holds also for random routing
problems with C denoting the maximum expected congestion over all links. Based
on this result, we give applications for random routing in Cayley networks, general
node symmetric networks, edge symmetric networks, and de Bruijn networks.
Finally, we examine the problems arising when our approach is applied to
routing along non-shortest paths, deterministic routing, or routing with bounded
buffers.
Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Communication among the processors of a parallel computer usually
requires a large portion of runtime of a parallel algorithm. These comput-
ers are often realized as relatively sparse networks of a large number of
processors such that each processor can directly communicate with a few
neighbors only. Thus, most of the communication must proceed through
intermediate processors. One of the basic problems in this context is to
route simultaneously many message packets through the network. Whereas
most previous theoretical research on packet routing concentrates on
w x* A preliminary version was presented at the 12th STACS, 1995; see 9 . Supported in part
by DFG-Sonderforschungsbereich 376 ``Massive Parallelitat: Algorithmen, Entwurfsmetho-È
Ž .den, Anwendungen,'' by EU ESPRIT Long Term Research Project 20244 ALCOM-IT , and
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special classes of networks as, e.g., leveled networks, we are interested in
uni¤ersal routing algorithms that can be used in any network.
Assume that we are given an arbitrary processor network. A packet
routing problem of size N on this network is defined by a set of N packets
each of which has a source and a destination node. The goal is to route
each packet from its source to its destination. A routing problem in which
every node is the source of h packets and the destination of h packets is
called an h-to-h-routing problem, and a routing problem in which every
node sends h packets to random destinations chosen independently and
uniformly from the set of nodes is called a random h-routing problem.
Our investigations are based on the store-and-forward model. In this
model, the packets are viewed as atomic objects, and it is assumed that the
routing proceeds in synchronized steps such that a packet can cross at
most one link in a step. In the multi-port model, each link can forward at
most one packet a step, whereas in the single-port model, each processor
can forward at most one packet a step. We assume the multi-port model,
since it has become most common for store-and-forward routing in recent
years. But note that all our techniques and results can be easily adapted to
the single-port model.
At the beginning of the first step, each packet is stored in an initial
buffer at its source node. During the routing, it moves forward step by step,
and at each link on its path, it is stored in a link buffer at the end of the
link until it is allowed to move forward along the next link. Upon
traversing the last link on its path, the packet is removed from the link
buffer and placed in a final buffer at its destination. In the following, any
bound on the buffer size required by a routing protocol refers only to the
link buffers, because the sizes of the initial and final buffers are deter-
mined by the particular routing problem. The path traversed by a packet
from its source to its destination is called the routing path of the packet.
A routing protocol describes the rules for moving the packets to their
destinations. We aim to construct routing protocols that minimize the total
number of steps required to deliver all packets. We break this problem
into two parts: the problem of selecting the routing paths and the problem
of scheduling the movements of the packets along these paths.
The path selection problem is defined as follows. We are given the
sources and the destinations of the packets, and we have to determine the
routing paths. This can be done by a path system W which is a set of paths
Ž . Ž .through the network. It includes a path w u, ¤ s u “ ??? “ ¤ for every
pair u and ¤ of nodes. If all paths in W are shortest paths, then we call W
a shortest-path system. For every packet with source u and destination ¤ ,
Ž .we choose the path w u, ¤ as its routing path. Instead of determining the
routing paths by a path system beforehand, the routing paths can be
selected during the routing, i.e., each node chooses the link for transmit-
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ting a selected packet just before the packet is passed on. For instance, the
next link on a packet's routing path can be chosen uniformly and randomly
from the set of outgoing links which belong to a shortest path to the
destination of the packet. But note that we always assume that the path
selection process is completely independent from the scheduling process.
Thus, the routing paths can be viewed as input for the scheduling process.
An obli¤ious routing problem is defined by a set of N packets with preset
routing paths. The term ``oblivious'' means that the packets are not
allowed to leave their preset routing paths. An oblivious routing problem is
called a shortest-path routing problem if all routing paths are shortest paths.
Since the paths have already been specified, a routing protocol for oblivi-
ous routing problems, which we call an obli¤ious routing protocol, has only
to determine which packets are allowed to move forward in a step and
which have to wait. If we allow a global controller to precompute this
schedule, we talk about off-line routing. If the schedule is produced while
the packets are routed through the network, this is called on-line routing.
We are interested in the construction of on-line routing protocols.
The following parameters greatly influence the routing time for oblivi-
ous routing problems:
v the congestion C, i.e., the maximum number of routing paths that
pass through the same link,
v the dilation D, i.e., the maximum length of the routing paths in the
problem.
 4 Ž .Clearly, max C, D s V C q D is a lower bound on the routing time for
any protocol on any oblivious routing problem with congestion C and
dilation D, because at least one link must be traversed by C packets, and
at least one packet has to traverse D links. An oblivious protocol is said to
be greedy if packets only have to wait at a link because they are delayed by
another packet which moves along this link or because the link buffer at
the end of the link is full. C ? D is an upper bound on the routing time of
greedy protocols on networks with unbounded buffers, because each
packet has to wait at most C y 1 steps on every link of its routing path. An
oblivious routing protocol is said to be nonpredicti¤e if contention is
resolved by a deterministic algorithm that is based only on the history of
the contending packets' travels through the network and on information
w xcarried with the packets that is independent of their destinations 4 . For
instance, the first-in, first-out protocol is nonpredictive. Finally, we call an
oblivious routing protocol strongly on-line if we assume that the processors
do not use any information about the parameters of a routing problem,
i.e., the congestion, the dilation, or the size of the problem.
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In the following, we represent the underlying processor network by a
Ž .digraph G s V, E , where V is the set of nodes or processors, and
E : V = V is the set of directed edges or links. Of course, any network
description which is based on undirected graphs can be represented in the
digraph model just by replacing each undirected edge by two directed
edges in opposite direction. We denote the diameter of the network by
Ž .diam G .
1.1. Known Results
All results in this section relate the routing times and buffer sizes
required by oblivious routing protocols to the size, the congestion, and the
dilation of the underlying oblivious routing problem. The size is denoted
by N, the congestion by C, and the dilation by D.
w xLeighton et al. 6 show that any oblivious routing problem can be
Ž .routed in time O C q D with constant-size link buffers, thereby achieving
the naive lower bound. Their proof is based on the Lovasz local lemmaÂ
w xand shows only the existence of the optimal schedule. In 8 , Leighton
et al. present an algorithm for computing this schedule. But since the
runtime of this algorithm is polynomial in the number of packets and links,
it cannot be applied to turn the above off-line protocol into an efficient
on-line protocol.
w xRabani and Tardos 11 modify the off-line protocol of Leighton et al.
such that they can replace the Lovasz local lemma by a Chernoff bound inÂ
the analysis. This modification allows us to calculate the schedule in a
Ž .distributed way and on-line. The protocol guarantees routing time O C q
Ž U .OŽlogU N . Ž . 1log N ? D q polylog N , w.h.p. Recently, Ostrovsky and Rabani
w x Ž10 have improved on this result. They achieve routing time O C q D q
1qe .log N , w.h.p., for arbitrary e ) 0. Both protocols are suitable for
arbitrary simple routing paths, that is, paths without cycles. They require
buffers of size C.
w xBesides their off-line result, Leighton et al. present in 6 a simple
Žon-line schedule protocol which completes the routing in time O C q D ?
Ž .. Ž .log DN , w.h.p., and requires buffers of size log DN . A similar routing
w xtime but with much smaller buffer size is achieved in 3 : a protocol is
Ž .given requiring routing time O C q D ? log N , w.h.p., using buffers of size
log D.
Better results are known for special classes of networks. For instance,
w xRanade 12 proposes a probabilistic on-line routing protocol for butterfly
networks. The proof is based on the delay sequence technique developed
1 Ž .Throughout this paper, w.h.p. with high probability means with probability at least
1 y Nya for any fixed constant a with N denoting the number of packets.
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w x w xby Aleliunas 1 and Upfal 14 . The protocol can be easily extended to the
w xclass of bounded-degree leveled networks 4, 5 . In a le¤eled network, the
nodes can be partitioned into levels 0, . . . , L such that each link in the
network leads from some node on level i to some node on level i q 1, for
0 F i F L y 1. Mostly, it is assumed that packets are routed only from
level 0 to level L. Ranade's protocol completes the routing in time
Ž .O C q L q log N , w.h.p., using buffers of constant size. Note that all of
the preceding protocols delay packets even if the next edge on their path is
free. Thus, none of them is greedy.
w xLeighton 4 introduces a simple probabilistic greedy protocol for butter-
fly networks. It is called the random-rank protocol. This protocol is a
simplified version of Ranade's protocol. Initially, each packet is assigned a
random rank. The ranks are used to determine which packets move
forward and which have to wait in a step. Applied to leveled networks, the
protocol achieves asymptotically the same performance as Ranade's proto-
col, but it requires buffers of size C.
A detailed survey about all these routing protocols, including also most
w xof the results presented in this work, is given in a book of Scheideler 13 .
1.2. O¤er¤iew}New Results
In Section 2, we introduce a new probabilistic on-line routing protocol
which we call the growing-rank protocol. We show that the growing-rank
protocol routes any shortest-path routing problem of size N with conges-
Ž .tion C and dilation D in O C q D q log N steps, w.h.p. Thus, we obtain
the same bound for arbitrary networks as previously known only for
bounded-degree leveled networks. Our protocol is greedy and very simple.
The main difference to Leighton's random-rank protocol is that the
packets' ranks are increased whenever the packets move forward. We
present three versions of the growing-rank protocol. The first requires that
estimations of C, D, and N are distributed among the processors, the
second requires only that an upper bound on N is known by all processors,
and the third makes no use of any of these parameters. Therefore, the
preceding result is strongly on-line.
The drawback of the growing-rank protocol is that it requires shortest
paths. This condition can be slightly weakened: A collection of paths P on
Ž .a network G s V, E is said to be shortcut-free, if there is a subnetwork
X Ž X. XG s V, E with E : E such that the paths in P are shortest paths in
GX. Of course, every set of shortest paths is shortcut-free.
Further, we investigate the behavior of the growing-rank protocol on
random routing problems. We show that the preceding time bound holds
even if C denotes the maximum expected congestion over all links. This
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value can be calculated very easily and exactly for many randomized path
selection strategies. This is illustrated by several applications in Section 3.
We start by calculating the maximum expected congestion for random
routing problems on Cayley networks. This class includes many important
standard networks, e.g., all tori, the cube-connected cycles, and the butter-
fly networks. We give a simple scheme for the construction of symmetric
shortest-path systems in these networks. If the packets of a random h-rout-
ing problem on a network G are sent along the paths in this system, then
Ž .the maximum expected congestion is at most h ? diam G . Hence, the
growing-rank protocol routes random h-routing problems on any Cayley
Ž Ž . .network G of size n in time O h ? diam G q log n , w.h.p.
Further, we investigate node and edge symmetric networks. Intuitively, a
Ž .network is node edge symmetric, if it looks the same viewed from any
Ž .node edge of the network. For instance, every Cayley network is node
symmetric, and all equal-sided tori are edge symmetric. We give a very
simple randomized path selection strategy which generates the routing
paths to the destinations during the routing. This strategy achieves optimal
maximum expected congestion for random routing problems on networks
in both classes. Given any node symmetric network G of size n, we show
that the maximum expected congestion for random h-routing problems is
Ž . Ž Ž . .at most h ? diam G . This implies routing time O h ? diam G q log n ,
w.h.p. Given any edge-symmetric network G of size n and degree D, we
show that the maximum expected congestion for random h-routing prob-
Ž . ŽŽ .lems is at most hrD ? diam G . This implies routing time O hrD q 1 ?
Ž . .diam G q log n , w.h.p.
Our last application is a simple routing scheme for de Bruijn networks.
Ž .We show that the maximum expected congestion is at most O h ? log n if
the packets of a random h-routing problem are routed along shortest
paths in the n-node de Bruijn network. This gives optimal routing time
Ž .O h ? log n , w.h.p.
w xBy applying Valiant's paradigm first routing to a random destination 15 ,
all application results for random-h routing problems also hold for arbi-
trary h-to-h-routing problems.
In Section 4, we examine the limits of our approach to design efficient
oblivious routing protocols and ask:
v Is the restriction to shortest routing paths necessary?
v Do we need randomization?
v What happens if the buffer size is bounded?
We answer these questions by three examples.
The first example shows that the growing-rank protocol performs poorly
on some routing problems with non-shortest paths. For instance, we
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describe an oblivious routing problem of size N with congestion C s
log Nrlog log N and dilation D s log N for which the expected routing
Ž .time of the growing-rank protocol is V C ? D .
The second example illustrates that randomization is necessary. We
show that, given any nonpredictive protocol, there is a shortest-path
Ž .routing problem with congestion C and dilation D that takes time Q C ? D .
ŽThe result holds for any C and D. A similar example with time bound
Ž . w x .V C ? Drlog C can be found in 7 . Interestingly, the underlying network
is the butterfly network. Note that Ranade's protocol, Leighton's random-
rank protocol, and the growing-rank protocol are nonpredictive for any
fixed choice of the initial ranks. As a consequence, all of the three
protocols perform poorly for routing on the butterfly in a deterministic
setting.
The last example illustrates that routing with bounded buffers is a much
more challenging task than routing with unbounded buffers, i.e., buffers of
size C. In particular, the example shows that, in case of bounded buffers, a
packet p can be delayed by packets whose routing paths do not overlap
with the routing path of p. This can lead to a routing time much worse
than C ? D steps which is the upper bound for greedy routing with bounded
w xbuffers. Ranade's protocol 12 uses ghost packets to deal with this prob-
lem. But this technique is suitable only for leveled networks. Another
difficulty arises if we consider non-leveled networks: the deadlock prob-
lem. Suppose there are m links e , . . . , e with full packet buffers, and0 my1
every link e holds only packets that wait for moving forward alongi
e , for 0 F i F m y 1. Then all links are blocked, i.e., a deadlockŽ iq1.mod m
occurs. We believe that avoiding deadlocks is the major problem to be
solved in order to generalize our results to networks with bounded buffers.
2. THE GROWING-RANK PROTOCOL
Now we introduce the growing-rank protocol. Suppose we are given a
shortest-path routing problem of dilation D, congestion C, and size N on
an arbitrary network G. Let Q denote the set of packets that wait fore
moving forward over an outgoing link e in a step. Because the routing
paths have already been determined, the protocol only has to specify which
of the packets in Q is allowed to move forward and which packets have toe
wait. The protocol forwards packets whenever possible; i.e., if Q is note
empty, then one of the packets in Q is moved forward along e. Thee
priorities among the packets are determined by random ranks.
ŽSuppose R and m [ RrD are suitably large integers. The exact value
.of R will be specified later. Initially, each packet is assigned an integer
rank chosen randomly, independently, and uniformly from the set
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 40, 1, . . . , R y 1 . Whenever a packet traverses a link, its rank is increased
by m. If two or more packets are contending to move forward along a link,
then one with minimum rank is chosen. Thus, for each outgoing link e
< <with Q G 1, a step looks like this:e
1. choose a packet p g Q with minimum rank,e
2. increase the rank of p by m, and
3. move p forward along e.
To break times among packets with the same rank, we assume that each
Ž .packet p has a unique ident-number denoted by id p . If there are several
packets with the same minimum rank, then the one with the smallest
ident-number is chosen. These ident-numbers can be easily generated. For
example, the ith packet starting at the jth processor gets the ident-number
i ? n q j with n denoting the total number of processors.
In the following, we denote the rank of p while waiting for moving
eŽ .forward along link e by rank p . Further, we define the ident-rank of p at
eŽ . eŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .e as id-rank p [ rank p q id p r max id q 1 with max id denoting
the maximum ident-number. Note that, at each link, the ident-ranks of all
packets are distinct. The protocol ensures that, whenever a packet p
X eŽ . eŽ X.delays a packet p at a link e, then id-rank p - id-rank p .
2.1. Analysis of the Protocol
We will show that the growing-rank protocol completes the routing of
any shortest-path routing problem of size N with congestion C and
Ž .dilation D in O C q D q log N steps, w.h.p. Our analysis is based on a
w xdelay sequence argument similar to that in 4, 5, 12 .
ŽŽ . . Ž .DEFINITION 2.1 s, l, r -delay sequence . An s, l, r -delay sequence
consists of
v s delay packets p , . . . , p ;1 s
v s not necessarily distinct links e , . . . , e such that e is the last link1 s 1
on the routing path of p , and, for 2 F i F s, e is a link on the routing1 i
path of p and p ;iy1 i
v
sy1s y 1 integers l , . . . , l G 0 with Ý l F l such that for 1 F i F1 sy1 is1 i
s y 1, l is the number of links on the routing path of p from e to ei i iq1 i
Ž .excluding e and including e ; andiq1 i
v s integers r , . . . , r with 0 F r F r F ??? F r F r y 1.1 s s sy1 1
We call s the length of the delay sequence, and we say a delay sequence is
eiŽ .acti¤e, if rank p s r for 1 F i F s.i i
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose the routing takes T G Rrm q D or more steps.
Ž .Then a T y Rrm y D, Rrm q D, R q D ? m -delay sequence is acti¤e.
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Proof. We give a construction scheme for a delay sequence. Let p be1
a packet that moves forward in step T or later along the last link on its
routing path. Call this link e . We follow p 's routing path backwards to1 1
the last link on this path where it was delayed. Call this link e and the2
packet that caused the delay p . We now follow the path of p backwards2 2
until we reach a link e at which p was forced to wait, because the packet3 2
p was preferred. We change the packet again and follow the path of p3 3
backwards. We can continue this construction until we reach a packet ps
which was not delayed in a step before. Thus, we have determined the
delay packets and the links of a delay sequence of length s.
eiŽ .For 1 F i F s, we set r [ rank p . Since the growing-rank protocoli i
prefers packets with smaller rank and since the maximum rank occurring
during the routing is smaller than RX [ R q D ? m, we have 0 F r F rs sy1
F ??? F r F RX.1
The path from the source of p to the destination of p recorded by thes 1
preceding process in reversed order is called a delay path. It consists of
contiguous parts of the delay packets' routing paths. We define the l 's toi
be the lengths of these parts as described in the definition of the delay
sequence. Let l denote the number of links on the delay path. Since the
ranks in our sequence are increased by m at each of these links, it follows
that l ? m F RX. Consequently, we have Ýsy1l F l F RXrm F Rrm q D.is1 i
Our construction covers up at least T steps and consists of l moves and
s delays. Consequently, we have s G T y l G T y RXrm s T y Rrm y D.
Thus, if we stop the previous construction at packet p , then weTyR r myD
Ž .have built an active T y Rrm y D, Rrm q D, R q D ? m -delay se-
quence.
LEMMA 2.3. If the routing paths of the packets are shortest paths, then the
delay packets in an acti¤e delay sequence are pairwise distinct.
Proof. Suppose, in contrast to our claim, that there is some packet p
appearing twice in the delay sequence. Then there are i and j with
1 F i - j F s and p s p s p . Thus, the routing path of p crosses thei j
delay path at the collision links e and e in that order.j i
Let k denote the number of links on the routing path of p from e to e .j i
Then the rank of p is increased k times by m on this part of the routing
path, and, consequently,
id-rank ei p s id-rank e j p q k ? m. 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
On the other hand, each packet p with i q 1 F k F j delays the packetk
ekŽ . ekŽ .p at link e . Thus, id-rank p ) id-rank p . Further, the ranksky1 k ky1 k
are increased by m on every link on the delay path between e and e . Thej i
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number of these links is Ý jy1 l . This givesks1 k
jy1
e ei jid-rank p ) id-rank p q l ? mŽ . Ž . Ý k
ks1
G id-rank e j p q k ? m. 2Ž . Ž .
Note that Ý jy1l G k , because the routing path of p is a shortest path.ks i k
Ž . Ž .Clearly, 2 contradicts 1 . Consequently, there is no packet that ap-
pears twice in the delay sequence.
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. The number of different s, l, r -delay sequences is at most
s
2eC ? s q rŽ .
lds s, l , r [ N ? 2 ? .Ž . ž /s
Proof. We count the number of possible choices for each component:
v There are N possibilities to choose p . Of course, this fixes e as1 1
well.
v Further, there are
s y 1 q lŽ . s q lF ž /ž / ss y 1
ways to choose the l 's because Ýsy1l F l.i is1 i
v Now suppose p , e , and l for 2 F i F s are fixed. Then e isiy1 iy1 iy1 i
that link on the routing path of p which has distance l to e . Thus,iy1 iy1 iy1
e is fixed as well, and, hence, we have at most C possibilities to choose p .i i
Therefore, the number of possibilities to fix p , . . . , p and e , . . . , e is at2 s 2 s
most C sy1 F C s.
s q r
v Ž .Finally, there are possibilities to choose the r 's such thatis
0 F r F ??? F r F r y 1.s 1
Ž .Altogether, we find that the number of s, l, r -delay sequences is at most
s q l s q rsN ? ? C ? .ž / ž /s s
Applying the inequalities
beaa aaF 2 and F ž /ž / ž /b b b
completes the proof.
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THEOREM 2.5. Suppose we are gi¤en a shortest-path routing problem of
size N with congestion C and dilation D on an arbitrary network G. Then the
Ž .growing-rank protocol completes the routing in O C q D q log N steps,
w.h. p.
Ž .Proof. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 show that the probability prob T that the
routing takes T s s q Rrm q D or more steps is bounded by the proba-
Ž .bility that an s, Rrm q D, R q D ? m -delay sequence with distinct delay
packets is active. The probability that a fixed delay sequence with s distinct
packets is active is Rys, since the ranks of all packets have to match the
ranks in the sequence. Combining this with the bound on the number of
delay sequences in Lemma 2.4 gives
R
ysprob T F ds s, q D , R q D ? m ? RŽ . ž /m
s
2eC ? s q R q D ? mŽ .
R r MqD ysF N ? 2 ? ? R .ž /s
Assuming R G s gives
s
2eC ? 2 R q D ? mŽ .
R r mqD ysprob T F N ? 2 ? ? RŽ . ž /s
s
2eC ? 2 q D ? mrRŽ .
R r mqDF N ? 2 ? ,ž /s
ya  Ž . Žwhich is at most N for s s max 4eC ? 2 q D ? mrR , Rrm q D q a
. 4q 1 log N . Hence, the routing takes
R
T s s q q D
m
D ? m R R
s max 4eC ? 2 q , q D q a q 1 log N q q D 3Ž . Ž .½ 5ž /R M m
or more steps with probability Nya . Finally, applying m s RrD yields that
Ž .the routing is completed in O C q D q log N steps, w.h.p.
2.2. Becoming Strongly On-Line
The drawback of the preceding protocol is that each processor has to
know estimations of the congestion C, the dilation D, and the size of the
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routing problem N. This is because we have assumed that the range of the
 Ž . Žranks is sufficiently large, i.e., R G max 4eC ? 2 q D ? mrR , 2 D q a q
. 41 log N , and that the packets' ranks are increased by m s RrD whenever
the packets move forward. It is easy to check that the result on the routing
Žtime holds for every choice of R and m that satisfy R s V C q D q
. Ž Ž .. Ž .log N , m s V Rr C q D q log N , and m s O RrD .
In particular, it seems to be difficult to compute the congestion of the
routing problem. Fortunately, we need only an upper bound on this value,
Ž .e.g., N ? D or N ? diam G . Of course, D and N can be computed and
Ž Ž ..distributed among the processors in O diam G steps. Alternatively, we
can use upper bounds on D and N instead of exact values. But note that,
whereas the quality of the upper bound on N influences only the range of
the ranks, the quality of the dilation bound influences the routing time;
i.e., if we choose m s RrDU with DU G D, then we get routing time
Ž U .O C q D q log N . For instance, bounding the dilation by the diameter
Ž . Ž Ž . .diam G gives routing time O C q diam G q log N , even if D g
Ž .diam G .
ŽThe following variation of the protocol achieves routing time O C q D
.q log N without assuming that the dilation or the congestion is known by
the processors. The processors only have to know upper bounds on the
diameter of the network and the size of the routing problem. For k G 0,
define time inter¤al k to begin at step 2 k and to end at step 2 kq1 y 1.
Hence, each interval k has length 2 k. Define kU to be the smallest integer
kUq1 Ž .satisfying 2 y 1 G N ? diam G . Then the routing is completed at the
end of interval kU surely. Choose R s 2 k
Uy2 . The value of m varies
during the routing; i.e., the ranks of forwarded packets are increased by
m [ Rr2 ky2 in interval k. Note that m is an integer for every k F kU.k k
X kXy1 Now let k denote the smallest integer satisfying 2 G max 12eC, D
Ž . 4q a q 1 log N q D, and suppose some packets have not reached their
destination at the beginning of interval kX. We want to estimate the
probability that the routing is not completed during interval kX. Analo-
gously to the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.5, the probability that
the routing is not completed during the next
m X R RŽ .3 k
T s max 4eC ? 2 q D ? , q D q a q 1 log N q q DŽ .ž /½ 5X XR m mk k
m XsRr2 k
Xy2
X Xk k y2 k y1F max 4eC ? 2 q Dr2 , D q a q 1 log N q D q 2Ž . 4Ž .
F max 12eC , D q a q 1 log N q D q 2 k
Xy1 4Ž .
F 2 k
Xy1 q 2 k
Xy1 s 2 k
X
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step is at most Nya . Consequently, all packets reach their destination in
X kXq1 Žinterval k , w.h.p., and thus, the routing takes at most 2 y 1 s O C q
.D q log N steps, w.h.p.
Now we assume that the packets do not have any information about the
routing problem, neither the congestion, the dilation, nor the size of the
routing problem, nor any estimation of these values. Then the following
Žvariation of the growing-rank protocol achieves routing time O C q D q
. klog N , w.h.p. As before, define interval k to begin at step 2 and to end
at step 2 kq1 y 1, for k G 0. At the beginning of interval k, each packet is
k Žassigned a new random rank from the interval R [ 2 . Note that it isk
sufficient to append a new random bit at the least significant position to
each rank instead of assigning completely new ranks which simplifies the
.protocol slightly. The ranks of the packets are increased by m [ 4 when
they are forwarded.
X kXy1  ŽLet k denote the smallest integer satisfying 2 G max 12eC, D q a
. 4q 1 log N q D, and suppose the routing is not completed at the begin-
ning of interval kX. Then the probability that some packets have not
reached their destination in
m R X R XŽ .3 k k
T s max 4eC ? 2 q D ? , q D q a q 1 log N q q DŽ .½ 5ž /XR m mk
R Xrms2 k
Xy2
X Xk k y2 k y1F max 4eC ? 2 q Dr2 , D q a q 1 log N q D q 2Ž . 4Ž .
F max 12eC , D q a q 1 log N q D q 2 k
Xy1 4Ž .
F 2 k
Xy1 q 2 k
Xy1 s 2 k
X
steps is at most Nya . Therefore, the routing takes at most 2 k
Xq1 y 1 s
Ž .O C q D q log N steps, w.h.p., which gives the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.6. Any shortest-path routing problem with congestion C,
Ždilation D, and size N can be routed strongly on-line in time O C q D q
.log N , w.h. p.
2.3. Analysis for Random Routing Problems
Suppose N packets should be routed along randomly chosen shortest
routing paths from their source node to a random destination in a network
Ž .G s V, E . Let P denote the set of packets, and M the set of all shortest
paths in G. We model the selection of the random destination for a packet
p g P and the selection of the routing path to this destination together,
i.e., by a random choice of a path m from M. For m g M and p g P, we
denote the probability that m is the randomly chosen routing path for p by
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Ž .prob p, m . Note that we do not demand that the routing paths are chosen
uniformly from the set of all paths starting at the source of p. Further, we
do not demand that all nodes have the same probability to become the
random destination of p. However, in all of our applications they have.
The only restriction we place on the path selection process is that the
routing path for a packet is chosen independently from the routing paths
of other packets and from the scheduling process. For any N-tuple of paths
M g M p, we say M describes the result of the random path selection, if
M s = m with m denoting the randomly chosen routing path forp ppg P
packet p. Finally, the probability that M describes the result of the
Ž .random path selection is denoted by prob M . Then, for any M s
p Ž . Ž .= m g M , we have prob M s Ł prob p, m , because thep pg P ppg P
routing paths are chosen independently from each other.
The following example shows how random routing problems in which
the routing paths are determined by a shortest-path system W which
Ž . Ž .includes exactly one path w u, ¤ s u “ ??? “ ¤ for every pair u and ¤
of nodes can be represented in the preceding model. We assume that the
random destination for each packet p g P is chosen randomly, indepen-
Ž .dently, and uniformly from the set V of nodes. Let source p denote the
Ž .source node of p and dest p the randomly selected destination of p.
Ž Ž . Ž ..Then we choose the path w source p , dest p g W as p's routing path.
This strategy can be easily expressed in terms of the preceding model by
simply specifying the probabilities that a path m g M is the routing path of
a packet p g P; i.e., we set
1¡
if m g W ,sourceŽ p.~prob p , m [Ž . < <V¢
0 otherwise,
with W ; W denoting the set of paths starting at processor ¤ g V.¤
The following theorem bounds the routing time of the growing-rank
protocol on random routing problems as described previously. We assume
Ž .that the packets' ranks are increased by m [ Rrdiam G when the
packets move forward. The given routing time depends on the total
Ž .number of packets N, the diameter diam G , and the maximum expected
 Ž . < 4 Ž .congestion C [ max E C e g E with E C denoting the expectedexp e e
number of packets traversing link e. We will see later that C can beexp
calculated very easily and exactly for random h-routing problems on
several classes of networks.
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose we are gi¤en an arbitrary network G in which N
packets should be routed along random routing paths. Suppose all routing
paths are shortest paths which are chosen independently from each other. Let
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C denote the maximum expected congestion. Then the growing-rank proto-exp
Ž Ž . .col completes the routing in O C q diam G q log N steps, w.h. p.exp
Proof. Because of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we can bound the probability
Ž . Ž .prob T that the routing takes T s s q Rrm q diam G or more steps by
Ž Ž . Ž . .the probability that an s, Rrm q diam G , R q diam G ? m -delay se-
quence with distinct packets is active. For any N-tuple of paths M g M p
Ž . Ž .let ds s, l, r, M denote the number of possible s, l, r -delay sequences
with distinct delay packets under the assumption that M describes the
result of the random paths selection. Then
R
prob T F prob M ? ds s, q diam G , R q diam G ? m , MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /mpMgM
? Rys . 4Ž .
Note that
ds s, l , r [ prob M ? ds s, l , r , MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
pMgM
Ž .is equal to the expected number of possible s, l, r -delay sequences for
randomly chosen M. We can count this number as follows. There are at
s q rs q lŽ . Ž .most N ? ? ways to choose p , e , the l 's, and the r 's. Now1 1 i iss
suppose p , e , and l are fixed, for 2 F i F s. Then e is that link oniy1 iy1 iy1 i
the routing path of p which has distance l to e . Thus, e is fixediy1 iy1 iy1 i
as well. What is the expected number of candidates for p under thei
assumption that e and p , . . . , p are already fixed? The routing path ofi 1 iy1
p must traverse e , and p must be distinct from p , . . . , p . Let M : Mi i i 1 iy1 ei
be the set of all paths in M that cross e . Then, the expected number ofi
possibilities to choose p is at mosti
prob p , m F prob p , mŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
 4 mgM pgP mgMpgPR p , . . . , p e e1 iy1 i i
s E C F C .Ž .e expi
Because this bound is independent of the choices for the delay packets
p , . . . , p , the expected number of choices for p , . . . , p and e , . . . , e1 iy1 2 s 2 s
is at most C sy1. Putting all the pieces together, we getexp
s q l s q rsy1ds s, l , r F N ? ? C ?Ž . expž / ž /s s
2eC ? s q rŽ .explF N ? 2 ? .ž /s
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Ž .Applying this to 4 yields
s
2eC ? s q R q diam G ? mŽ .Ž .expR r mqdiamŽG . ysprob T F N ? 2 ? ? RŽ . ž /s
s
Ž . 2eC ? s q 2 RmsRrdiam G Ž .exp2 ?diamŽG . ysF N ? 2 ? ? R .ž /s
 Ž . Ž . 4We set s [ max 12eC , 2 ? diam G q a q 1 log N , for constant a .exp
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Thus, T s s q 2 ? diam G s O C q diam G q a q 1 log N. Fur-exp
ther, we choose R G s. Then
Ž . Ž .aq1 log Nq2?diam G2eC ? 3Rexp2 ?diamŽG . yaprob T F N ? 2 ? s N .Ž . ž /12eC ? Rexp
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.7.
3. APPLICATIONS
Now we give several applications for the growing-rank protocol. We
investigate random routing problems on node-symmetric networks, edge-
symmetric networks, and de Bruijn networks. All results in this section are
consequences of Theorem 2.7.
3.1. Node-Symmetric Networks
Ž .An automorphism of a network G s V, E is a permutation f : V “ V
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..with the property that u, ¤ g E m f u , f ¤ g E. The automorphisms
of G form an algebraic group under the operation of composition. This
Ž . Ž .group is denoted by Aut G . An automorphism group U : Aut G is said
to be transiti¤e on G if, given any two nodes u and ¤ , there is an
Ž .automorphism f g U such that f u s ¤ , and a network G is called node
Ž .symmetric if Aut G is transitive on it. Intuitively, a node-symmetric
network looks the same, if viewed from any node of the network.
The class of Cayley networks is an important subclass of node-symmetric
networks. Many standard networks belong to this class, e.g., all tori, the
cube-connected-cycles, and the wrapped butterfly networks. Cayley net-
works are defined as follows. Let G be a finite algebraic group with
identity 1, and suppose S is a set of generators of G with 1 f S. Then the
Ž . Ž . < y1Cayley network G s V, E is defined by V s G and E s a, b a bG, S
4g S . Figure 1 shows an example for a Cayley network.
Ž .Suppose W is a path system on a network G s V, E that includes a
Ž . Ž .shortest path w u, ¤ s u “ ??? “ ¤ for every pair u and ¤ of nodes.
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Ž .  4FIG. 1. The Cayley network G with G s Z , q and S s 1, 2 . Note that the identityG , S 8
in G is 0 rather than 1 as G is an additive group.
We call W symmetric if, given any two nodes u and ¤ , there is a
Ž .permutation c : V “ V such that for every path w “ w “ ??? “ w g0 1 l
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..W with w s u there is a path c w “ c w “ ??? “ c w g Wi 0 1 l
Ž .with c w s ¤ for 0 F i F l. Roughly speaking, a symmetric path systemi
has the property that it looks the same viewed from any node of the
network.
LEMMA 3.1. For e¤ery Cayley network, there is a symmetric shortest-path
system.
Ž .Proof. Let G s V, E be a Cayley network. Then there is a transi-G, S
< < w x ¤tive automorphism group U of size V 2 . We denote by f the automor-u
phism of U which maps the node u onto the node ¤ , for u, ¤ g V. Thus,
 ¤ < 4U s f ¤ g V for any u g V.u
Ž .Suppose w s w “ w “ ??? “ w is a path in G and f is an0 1 l
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .automorphism of G. Then we define f w [ f w “ f w “ ??? “0 1
Ž .. Ž .f w . Since f is an automorphism, f w is a shortest path in G if andl
only if w is a shortest path in G.
ŽWe construct a symmetric shortest-path system in two steps. For
 4 .simplicity of notation, we assume V s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 .
Ž .Step 1. Choose arbitrarily a shortest path w 0, ¤ from the node 0 to
every node ¤ g V.
 4Step 2. For every u g V R 0 and every ¤ g V, define the path
Ž . Ž . uŽ Ž 0Ž ...w u, ¤ from u to ¤ by w u, ¤ [ f w 0, f ¤ .0 u
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ŽIn the first step we have chosen n prototype paths including the trivial one
.from 0 to 0 . In the second step we have made n y 1 copies of each
prototype path. Thus, every automorphism of U, except for the identity,
has been used once for copying each prototype path.
Let u and ¤ be two nodes of G. We have to show that there is a
Ž .permutation c which maps every path w s w “ w ??? “ w g W with0 1 l
X Ž X X X. Xu s w onto a path w s w “ w “ ??? “ w g W with ¤ s w fori 0 1 l i
0 F i F l. For c we choose the automorphism f¤ g U. Clearly, f¤ mapsu u
X ¤ Ž .u onto ¤ . Thus, it remains only to prove that w s f w is a member ofu
the paths system W .
From the construction scheme, we know that w is a copy of a prototype
path wY or a prototype path wY itself. We claim
Ž . Ž . Ž .a b cX X XX Y¤ w w 0 w0 0 0w s f w s f w s f (f w s f w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u w 0 w 00 0
This can be proved as follows:
Ž . Xa There is exactly one automorphism in U that maps w onto w .0 0
Consequently, f¤ s f w
X
0.u w 0
Ž . wX0 0b Since U is a group, f (f is an element of U, and since there0 w 0
is only one automorphism in U that maps w onto wX , it follows that0 0
f w
X
0 (f 0 s f w
X
0.0 w w0 0
Ž . w 0Ž Y . Y 0 Ž .c It is w s f w , and consequently, w s f w .0 w 0
Hence, the automorphism f w
X
0 g U maps wY onto wX. If f w
X
0 is the0 0
identity, then wX is generated in Step 1. Otherwise, wX is generated as a
Ycopy of w in Step 2.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let G s V, E be a Cayley network with symmetric
shortest-path system W . Suppose each processor sends h packets to randomly
and uniformly chosen destinations along the paths described in W . Then the
Ž Ž . < <.growing-rank protocol completes the routing in time O h ? diam G q log V ,
w.h. p.
Proof. For every path w g W , the expected number of packets that
< <traverse w is hr V . Further, for symmetry reasons, the number of paths in
W passing through a node ¤ is the same for all nodes ¤ g V, namely at
Ž . < <most diam G ? V . Hence, the expected number of packets that pass
through a node is at most
h
< <? diam G ? V s h ? diam G ,Ž . Ž .
< <V
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Ž .and therefore C F h ? diam G . Finally, applying Theorem 2.7 yieldsexp
Ž Ž .that the routing time of the growing-rank protocol is O h ? diam G q
Ž < <.. Ž Ž . < <.log h ? V s O h ? diam G q log V , w.h.p.
For bounding C in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we used the symmetryexp
properties of the path system W . As seen, symmetric path systems can be
easily constructed for Cayley networks. For non-Cayley node-symmetric
w xnetworks, for example, the Petersen graph 16 , the construction in the
proof of Lemma 3.1 fails. Here we have to choose another path selection
strategy. Suppose the destinations for the packets are specified. Then we
select the routing paths randomly during the routing instead of beforehand
by a path system. We assume that each processor chooses randomly the
link for transmitting a selected packet just before the packet is passed on.
This link is chosen randomly and uniformly from the set of outgoing links
which belong to a shortest path to the destination of the packet.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Let G s V, E be a node-symmetric network. Suppose
each processor sends h packets to randomly and uniformly chosen destina-
tions. Further, suppose that the routing paths are selected randomly during the
routing as described pre¤iously. Then the growing-rank protocol completes the
Ž Ž . < <.routing in time O h ? diam G q log V , w.h. p.
Proof. Let C denote the number of packets that traverse a node¤
Ž .¤ g V. E C is the same for all nodes ¤ g V for symmetry reasons.¤
Therefore,
< < < <V ? C F E C F h ? V ? diam G ,Ž . Ž .Ýexp ¤
¤gV
Ž .which gives C F h ? diam G . Finally, it follows from Theorem 2.7 thatexp
Ž Ž . < <.the routing time of the growing-rank protocol is O h ? diam G q log V ,
w.h.p.
3.2. Edge-Symmetric Networks
Ž .We say that a network G s V, E is edge symmetric, if, given any pair of
Ž . Ž X X. Ž .edges u, ¤ and u , ¤ , there is an automorphism f g Aut G such that
Ž . X Ž . Xf u s u and f ¤ s ¤ . Thus, each edge in an edge-symmetric network
can be mapped by an automorphism onto any other edge. Intuitively, all
edges in an edge-symmetric network look the same. All equal-sided tori,
for example, are edge symmetric. For these networks we suggest the same
path selection strategy as for the general node-symmetric networks. The
following result improves the one for node-symmetric networks slightly.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let G s V, E be an edge-symmetric network of degree
D. Suppose each processor sends h packets to randomly and uniformly chosen
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destinations. Further, suppose that the routing paths are selected randomly
during the routing as described pre¤iously. Then the growing-rank protocol
ŽŽ . Ž . < <.completes the routing in time O hrD q 1 ? diam G q log V , w.h. p.
Proof. let C denote the number of packets that traverse an edgee
Ž .e g E. For symmetry reasons, E C is the same for all e g E, namelye
C . Hence,exp
< < < <E ? C s E C F h ? V ? diam G ,Ž . Ž .Ýexp e
egE
which gives
< <h ? V ? diam G h ? diam GŽ . Ž .
C F s .exp < <E D
Now applying Theorem 2.7 yields that the routing time of the growing-rank
Ž Ž . Ž . < <.protocol is O hrD ? diam G q diam G q log V , w.h.p.
3.3. de Bruijn Networks
The k-dimensional de Bruijn network has n s 2 k nodes. These nodes
are represented by k-bit binary strings and each node u u ??? u has a1 2 k
link to the node u ??? u 0 and to the node u ??? u 1. The diameter of the2 k 2 k
network is k s log n. Figure 2 gives an example.
Ž .For two nodes u s u ??? u and ¤ s ¤ ??? ¤ , we define k s k u, ¤ F1 k 1 k
k to be the largest integer satisfying u ??? u s ¤ ??? ¤ . For in-kykq1 k 1 k
Ž .stance k 0000101, 1010000 s 3. Let W be the path system in which the
Ž .path w u, ¤ g W from a node u to a node ¤ is defined by
w u , ¤ s u s u ??? u s u ??? u ¤ ??? ¤ “ u ??? u ¤ ??? ¤Ž . Ž 1 k 1 kyk 1 k 2 kyk 1 kq1
“ u ??? u ¤ ??? ¤3 kyk 1 kq2
...
“ ¤ ??? ¤ s ¤ ..1 k
Obviously, the length of this path is k y k , and since this is equal to the
distance between u and ¤ , the path is a shortest path.
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose each processor in the de Bruijn network of size n
sends h packets to randomly and uniformly chosen destinations along the paths
Žin W . Then the growing-rank protocol completes the routing in time Q h ?
.log n , w.h. p.
Proof. Define k [ log n. First, we show that there are at most k ? n
Ž X.paths in W that pass through an arbitrary link u, u . Define M to be thei
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FIG. 2. The three-dimensional de Briujn network.
set of all nodes ¤ such that the distance from ¤ to u is i, and define M X toi
be the set of all nodes ¤ such that the distance from uX to ¤ is i, for
< < i < X < i0 F i F k. Obviously, M F 2 and M F 2 .i i
Ž X. Ž X.Suppose w ¤ , ¤ is a path from W of length l such that u, u is the ith
link on this path for 1 F i F l. Then ¤ g M and ¤ X g M X . Thus, theiy1 lyi
Ž X.number of paths that pass through u, u is at most
k l k l
X iy1 lyi kM = M F 2 ? 2 F k y 1 ? 2 q 1 F k ? n.Ž .D D Ý Ýiy1 lyi
ls1 is1 ls1 is1
As a consequence, the expected number of packets that traverse through
Ž X. Ž .u, u is at most h ? k ? n rn s h ? k, and, hence, C F h ? k. Now ourexp
theorem follows by applying Theorem 2.7.
4. LIMITS OF OUR APPROACH
In this section, we try to illustrate which additional problems occur for
routing along non-shortest paths, for deterministic routing, and for routing
with bounded buffers.
4.1. The Growing-Rank Protocol on Non-Shortest Paths
Here we investigate the behavior of the growing-rank protocol on
non-shortest paths. We give an oblivious routing problem with congestion
C and dilation D where the protocol behaves poorly, e.g., takes expected
Ž .time Q C ? D for D s log N and C s log Nrlog log N. The routing paths
in this example are non-shortest but simple; i.e., each node appears at
most once in the path.
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose N, D, and C satisfy log Nrlog log N F C F N e
with e - 1 and C G Drlog log N. Then there is an obli¤ious routing problem
of size N, dilation D, and congestion C such that the expected routing time of
Ž .the growing-rank protocol on this problem is V C q D ? log Nrlog log N .
Remark 4.2. We assume that the packets' ranks are increased by
m s RrD when the packets move forward. It is easy to check that the
Ž Ž ..result holds also for any m with m s V Rr C q D q log N and m s
Ž . Ž .O RrD if C satisfies C G Rrm rlog log N instead of C G Drlog log N.
Ž .Note that this gives examples with routing time Q C ? D for every m
fulfilling the conditions described in Section 2.2.
Proof. Consider the zip network in Fig. 3. For simplicity, we assume
that C is even and D s 2 d y 1 for some d as given in this picture.
Suppose we are given two sets A and B each of Cr2 packets with source
node u and ¤ , respectively. These packets should be routed with the1 1
growing-rank protocol. The routing path of the packets in A is
u “ u “ ¤ “ ¤ “ ¤ “ ¤ “ u “ u “ u “ u “ ¤ “ ???1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 6 5
“ ¤ “ ¤ “ ¤ “ ¤ “ u “ udy3 dy2 dy1 d dy1 d
as shown in the figure, and the routing path of the packets in B is
¤ “ ¤ “ u “ u “ u “ u “ ¤ “ ¤ “ ¤ “ ¤ “ u “ ???1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 6 5
u “ u “ u “ u “ ¤ “ ¤ .dy3 dy2 dy1 d dy1 d
Define AX : A and BX : B to be the sets of packets with initial ranks
< X < < X <smaller than 2m. Suppose A s B s k. Then the ranks of the packets
in AX are bigger than the ranks of the packets in BX at node ¤ , because1
they have been increased twice by m on their way from u to ¤ .1 1
Consequently, these packets are delayed by the packets of BX for k y 2
steps at this node. By the same arguments, the packets in BX are delayed
for k y 2 times at node u . Further, suppose all other packets have ranks1
FIG. 3. The zip network and the routing path for the packets in A.
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not smaller than 4m. Then the packets in AX and BX are not affected by
these packets, and the preceding event recurs at the nodes u , ¤ ; u , ¤ ;3 3 5 5
and so on. As a consequence, the first packet reaches its destination after
Ž . Ž .k y 2 ? dr2 q 2 d y 1 steps, and, thus, the routing time is at least
Ž . Ž . Ž .k y 2 ? dr2 q 2 d y 1 q c y 1 G k ? Dr4 q Cr2.
? @Now assume that we have a routing network which includes NrC
disjoint copies of the zip network each of which with the routing problem
Ždescribed previously. This gives an oblivious routing problem of size at
.most N, dilation D, and congestion C. We will show that the expected
Ž .routing time for this problem is V C q D ? k for suitable k s
Ž .V log Nrlog log N .
Ž .This is trivially true for C s V k ? D since any protocol requires at least
Ž .C steps. Further, it is true for D s O 1 since C G log Nrlog log N.
Therefore, we assume that C F k ? Dr2 and D G 8. Then the probability
Ž .that k F Cr2 s V log Nrlog log N packets from the set A in a fixed
copy have ranks smaller than 2m and Cr2 y k packets have ranks of at
least 4m is
k Cr2yk k2m 4m 2mŽ .aCr2 Cr2 Žy4 m?ŽCr2yk .r R.? ? 1 y G ? ? 4ž / ž / ž /ž / ž /k kR R R
k2mŽ .b Cr2 ykG ? ? 4ž /ž /k R
kC ? m
G ,ž /4k ? R
Ž . Ž .where a holds because 4mrR F 4rD F 1r2, and b holds because
C F k ? Dr2 F k ? Rr2m. As the same bound holds for the packets in B,
the probability that the event described previously happens in none of the
? @ 1yeat least NrC G Nr2C G N r2 copies is at most
N 1y er22 k 2 k1yeC ? m N C ? m
1 y F exp y ?ž / ž /ž / ž /4k ? R 2 4k ? R
2 k1yeN 1Ž .c
F exp y ? ž /ž /2 4k ? log log N
N 1yeŽ .d Ž .y 1ye log Nr2 log log NF exp y ? log NŽ .ž /2
N Ž1ye .r2
F exp y s o 1 ,Ž .ž /2
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Ž . Ž . Ž .where c holds because C G Drlog log N s Rr m ? log log N , and d
Ž .holds because k F 1 y e log Nr4 log log N. As a consequence, the ex-
Ž Ž .. Ž . Žpected routing time is at least 1 y o 1 ? C q Dr4 ? k s V C q D ?
.log Nrlog log N .
4.2. Deterministic Routing
Now we consider deterministic routing. We investigate the behavior of
nonpredictive routing protocols in which all scheduling decisions have to
be independent from the future routing paths of the packets. Note that the
growing-rank protocol is not deterministic, and hence not nonpredictive.
However, for any fixed setting of the initial ranks it is nonpredictive. The
w xsame holds for Leighton's random-rank protocol 4 and for Ranade's
w xprotocol 12 . The following example shows that all these protocols per-
Žform poorly in a deterministic setting even on leveled networks. A similar
Ž . Ž .example yielding a lower bound of V C ? Drlog C rather than V C ? D is
w x .presented in 6 .
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose we are gi¤en any deterministic nonpredicti¤e rout-
ing protocol Q for routing on the D-dimensional butterfly network. Then, for
any C, there is a routing problem with congestion C for which Q takes time
Ž .V C ? D .
Proof. Fix an arbitrary output node ¤ on level D of the butterfly. This
node is the root of a complete binary tree T of height D whose leaves are
the 2 D input nodes on level 0.
We assume that each input node wants to send out C packets. For the
first edge on the routing path of each packet, we choose the edge to the
parent node of the source node in the tree T. The following edges are
specified inductively such that each edge in our tree T is passed by C
routing paths. Suppose u is a node on level l with 1 F l F D y 1 which
belongs to the tree T. Then u is crossed by 2C routing paths. We assume
that these paths are determined already up to level l, and we have to
continue the paths up to the next level. This we do depending on the
behavior of protocol Q up to level l. We choose the paths of those C
packets that would arrive first at node u to leave the tree and the paths of
the other C packets to stay in the tree, i.e., to cross the parent node of u.
This defines the routing paths inside the trees. For the paths outside the
tree, we only demand that they have congestion C.
Now we calculate the time which is taken by Q for routing the previ-
ously defined problem. A node on level 1 F l F D receives its first packet
Ž . Žat time l y 1 ? Cr2 q l or later. For simplicity, we assume that C is
. Ž .even. Hence, the root receives its first packet at time D y 1 ? Cr2 q D
Ž .or later. As a consequence, the routing takes at least Cr2 ? D y 1 q D
Ž . Ž .q C y 1 s V C ? D steps.
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4.3. Routing with Bounded Buffers
Suppose the packets that are transmitted along a link are stored in a
link buffer at the end of the link until they are forwarded along the next
link on their paths. If a link buffer is full, then the respective link cannot
transmit packets until one of the packets leaves the buffer.
As shown in the Introduction, C ? D is an upper bound on the routing
time of greedy protocols on networks with unbounded buffers. The follow-
ing example shows that this bound does not hold for networks with
bounded buffers.
THEOREM 4.4. For e¤ery C, D, and B there exists a greedy routing
ŽŽ . 2 .protocol that requires time V Cr2 y B ? D for a routing problem with
congestion C and dilation D on a bounded-degree le¤eled network with buffer
size B.
Proof. For Cr2 F B our theorem is trivially true. Therefore, we as-
sume Cr2 ) B. Further, we assume for simplicity that C is even.
Figure 4 defines the railway network of depth D. Suppose we have D q 1
sets A , . . . , A , each of which includes Cr2 packets. The packets in A ,0 D i
for 0 F i F D, should be routed from node u to node ¤ . The schedulingi i
rates are defined by a simple rule: packets in A are preferred againstj
packets in A for 0 F i - j F D. How long does it take until the first
packet of A reaches ¤ ?0 0
After D q B y 1 steps, B packets from each set A with 1 F i F Di
have traversed link e . Furthermore, the buffers at the end of each link e ,i i
for 1 F i F D y 1, are filled with B packets from A at this time. In thei
following Cr2 y B time steps, the link e is traversed by packets of A .D D
As a consequence, all packets stored in the buffers of e , . . . , e are1 Dy1
blocked. In general, the packets in A with 0 F i F D y 1 traverseDy i
FIG. 4. The railway network of depth D.
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Ž . Ž .along link e from time D q B q i ? Cr2 y B to D q B q i q 1 ?Dy i
Ž .Cr2 y B y 1. Hence, the packets of A , . . . , A are blocked during0 Dyiy1
this time. Consequently, the first packet of A reaches ¤ after time step0 0
Ž . Ž .D q B q D ? Cr2 y B s B q D ? Cr2 y B q 1 .
Now suppose the packets of A , together with the A -packets of D y 10 0
other railway networks of same depth, are used to build a new routing
problem of the previously described structure on a further railway network
of depth D y 1. Note that this does not increase the depth of the network
since the packets in A have traversed only one edge so far. In the added0
Ž . Žnetwork there will be a set of C packets which takes B q D y 1 ? Cr2
.y B q 1 further steps until the first of these packets traverses link e in1
this network. Again, this set of packets can be used as input for a railway
network of depth D y 2. If we continue this construction until the added
networks have depth 1, then we get a routing problem with congestion C
on a leveled network of depth D. The routing problem constructed in this
D 2Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .way takes time Ý i ? C y B q 1 q B q C y 1 s V C ? D .is1
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